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The room is empty.

JAMES, 20’s, jeans, belt buckle, white shirt, cigarettes rolled in the sleeve.

James warms up,

JAMES
My two tiny testicles. My two tiny testicles. My two tiny testicles rest in wrinkled skin. Thin straight hair spicket out from wrinkled skin. My two tiny testicles. My two tiny testicles.

James brings his hands to his eyes.

Hold for a beat.

JAMES (CONT’D)
My two tiny testicles. My two tiny testicles rest in wrinkled skin. Thin straight hair spicket out from wrinkled skin. My two tiny testicles.

James brings his hands to his eyes.

Hold for a beat.

JAMES (CONT’D)
Resting inside of wrinkled skin, my two tiny testicles roll from side to side. My two tiny testicles rest inside of wrinkled skin. My two tiny testicles.

James brings his hands into his eyes.

Hold for a beat.

JAMES (CONT’D)
My two tiny testicles rest inside of wrinkled skin, wrinkled skin with spickets of thin straight hair.

James holds for a long beat.
JAMES (CONT’D)
My two tiny testicles. My two tiny testicles. My two tiny testicles rest inside of wrinkled skin. My two tiny testicles rest inside of wrinkled skin. Thin straight hair spickets out from wrinkled skin.

James brings his hands to his eyes.

Hold for a beat.

JAMES (CONT’D)
My two tiny testicles rest inside of wrinkled skin. Wrinkled skin attached to a scrotum. Wrinkled skin with thin straight hair. Thin straight hair spickets from wrinkled skin. Thin straight hair spickets from a scrotum attached to wrinkled skin.

James brings his hands to his eyes.

Hold for a beat.

JAMES (CONT’D)
My two tiny testicles rest inside of wrinkled skin.

James holds for a long beat.

SAM enters.

SAM, 20’S, JEANS AND SHIRT.

SAM
My vagina is warm. My vagina is warm. Around my vagina rests curly fine hair. Around my vagina rests curly fine hair.

Sam is slow to smile.

James brings his hands to his eyes.

SAM (CONT’D)
My vagina is warm. Around my vagina rests curly fine hair. My vagina is warm.

Sam is slow to smile.
James brings his hands towards Sam.

SAM (CONT’D)
My vagina is warm. Around my vagina rests curly fine hair.
Curly fine Hair.

Sam is slow to frown.

James steps towards Sam.

SAM (CONT’D)
My vagina is warm. Around my vagina rests curly fine hair.
Curly fine Hair.

Sam is slow to frown.

James rests his hand on Sam’s shoulder.

JAMES
My two tiny testicles rest inside of wrinkled skin.

Sam is slow to frown.

Hold for a beat.

James stands still.

JAMES (CONT’D)
My two tiny testicles rest inside of wrinkled skin.

Sam takes a step backwards.

SAM
My vagina is warm.

James brings his hands to his eyes.

SAM (CONT’D)
My vagina is warm.

Hold for a beat.

Sam takes a step towards James.

SAM (CONT’D)
My vagina is warm.

James brings his arms down.

Hold for a beat.
SAM (CONT'D)
My vagina is warm.

Sam places her hand on James’ belt.

JAMES
Attached to my vagina is thin spickets of hair.

Hold for a beat.

Hold for a beat.

SAM
Around my vagina is thin curly hair.

James brings his hands to his eyes.

SAM (CONT’D)
Around my vagina is thin curly hair.

Sam looks up towards James.

Hold for a beat.

James looks down to Sam.

Hold for a beat.

JAMES
Around my vagina is thin curly hair.

Sam unbuckles James’ belt.
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